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Letter from the President
So, what are you doing?
This month’s president’s page starts with a fairly general
question. Yet, nothing could be timelier! What ARE you doing? How are you using GIS to solve problems? Are you using cloud and online resources to use or collect your data
more efficiently? What equipment are you using and what
problems did you have to solve to get to where you are today?

Pages of Interest
 Finding Spatial Data in Tennessee,
P. 3
 TNGIC Member Spotlight, P. 9
 2016 TNGIC Regional Forums Recap, P. 10

No matter where you are located in the spectrum of GIS, I’m pretty sure 2 things are true:
1. It could probably be done another way.
2. Someone else could learn from the way you are doing it.
Simply stated, there’s always more to learn, there always will be, and you are the catalyst to
make all of this happen.
The TNGIC conference information has been announced. Part of that information is the call
for presentations. Share what you do and how you do it! In TNGIC history, no one has sustained a major injury while presenting. And, it is certified pain-free! Seriously, when you
break it down, a “presentation” is what you already know compressed into 20 minutes with
time left over for a few questions.
So, I am asking you as a TNGIC member to expand our knowledge base or to simply introduce yourself and what you do by presenting at TNGIC. The call for presentations deadline
has been extended to March 17th. Our state conference is a large part of our mission and
we need you to be a part of it. Bring a tip, a process, a dataset but most of all, bring yourself
to Knoxville.

Dave McMillen - TNGIC President
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Cool Instagram Follows:
AMapADay
A Map A Day
At least 1 map a day (often more) and other geographical and historical stuff that piques my interest! amapaday@gmail.com
facebook.com/amapadaypage

Globemakers
Bellerby & Co. Globemakers
Bellerby may be the only folks left in the world making hand painted globes. Their globes are
absolutely stunning!
www.bellerbyandco.com
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Finding Spatial Data in Tennessee

For GIS practitioners that have been in the game for quite a while (to qualify you
must have at one time created a .e00 file), the process of finding spatial data has
evolved considerably. If you started in the late 1980’s (props to our punch card predecessors), building relationships and horse trading was the name of the game for
data acquisition. Raise your hand if you have ever shipped or received an entire
desktop machine to pull the data from it?
With the development of the Web and ever increasing Internet speeds, data acquisition has become relatively easy.
Continued on page 4
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But, with the ability to produce online mapping interfaces for data display and downloads, occasionally simplicity has been ignored in favor of the latest technology and a
slick interface. This feature takes a critical look at four spatial data serving sites to applaud functionality and simplicity, while suggesting changes when the download water
gets muddy.
1. Tennessee Map Portal http://tnmap.tn.gov/
The Tennessee Map Portal is a great resource for spatial data in Tennessee. Products
produced from the Tennessee Base Mapping Program are made available through services and downloads. Users may consume data through a GIS service or download
select layers. I found the Portal most valuable as a service. By adding the TN Map to
my GIS project as a service, I received access to their entire online library of spatial data. The performance was excellent. See Page 6 for the Tennessee Map Portal fact
sheet and instructions for adding services.
2. Tennessee GIS Clearinghouse http://www.tngis.org
The Tennessee GIS Clearinghouse was developed in 2000 by TNGIC to provide easy
access to the number of spatial data layers being shared by GIS professionals in Tennessee. The original web design was modeled after the California Spatial Data Server
which provided a simple, straightforward approach to acquiring spatial data. Users visiting TNGIS.org will find fundamental base layers for Tennessee, 10 meter DEMs, DOQs
and LiDAR data for Tennessee, which is being served in partnership with the Tennessee Base Mapping Program. With the addition of LiDAR data and a much needed visual facelift in 2015, TNGIS.org will continue to be a staple for GIS users in Tennessee.
3. USDA-NRCS-Geospatial Data Gateway https://gdg.sc.egov.usda.gov/
The Geospatial Data Gateway is another simple, straightforward site for acquiring spatial data. The very large “Get Data” button on the home page makes it easy to jump
right into the process of finding data. Once on the site you can order data by county,
state, place, bounding rectangle or interactive map/custom area of interest.
There are 21 different categories to choose from including vector data and imagery.
Once data sets are selected, users are prompted for format, projection and delivery
options. Complete your order and the site will email you when the data is ready to be
downloaded. Overall, the site is one of my favorites for ease of use. My only suggestion is to update the web interface to resize for the many different monitor sizes and
aspect ratios.
** As of January 13, 2017, server issues at NRCS have temporarily brought the Data
Gateway site down. Users may still request data from their temporary site.
Continued on page 5
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4. USGS National Map http://www.nationalmap.gov
The National Map has been a work in progress for several years and the USGS has
done a nice job of working through issues to develop a site that is easier to navigate
than the original version. I like how the latest version of the site displays icons for each
of their many products.
I navigated through the US Topo download page without much consternation. It does
take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with the map interface, but once you get the
hang of it, it is reasonably intuitive.

One of my favorite USGS features is the Historical Topo Map Explorer. Open the Explorer and navigate to your area of interest. A timeline appears on the bottom of the page
displaying the maps available for that area. They are also color coded by scale. Click
the download button and the GeoPDFs are yours. Unfortunately, there is not an ESRI
utility for importing GeoPDFs into ArcMap. But, with software like Blue Marble’s Global
Mapper, users are able to register the maps and convert to a format for Arc.
Another must have data set is the high resolution National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD) for
Tennessee. In some areas of the state, the improvement in accuracy over the medium
resolution version is substantial.
From the Get Data tab in the table of contents of the NHD website, I selected Go to
NHD Extracts by State. From there I was moved to an FTP page with high resolution
and medium resolution folders. When selecting the high res option, GDB and Shape
folders are displayed. When choosing either GDB or Shape, users are presented a long
list of files organized by state FIPS code to download. There is an available ReadMe file
to find the corresponding code for your state. From there I was able to download a .zip
file containing a geodatabase of NHD high resolution spatial data for Tennessee. Not
exactly neat and tidy, but for an old school user like me, it was familiar territory.
It has been interesting to follow the development and growing pains of online spatial
data distribution over the last 20 plus years. With today’s fast and consistent internet
connections, interruptions in service and corrupt downloads are almost a thing of the
past. Search engines make it relatively easy to find data and agencies more readily
share their data.
Google fiber is coming to Nashville with speeds up to 1,000 Mbps. Imagine your ESRI
basemap appearing almost instantly after selecting it in your table of contents. Who
knows what spatial data acquisition will look like in 20 years?
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GIS Data Available to Everyone!!
The State of Tennessee, Strategic Technology Solutions (STS) - GIS Services maintains an Enterprise GIS Portal of geospatial data for public users to consume directly within ArcGIS Desktop and ArcGIS Online. The majority of the data has
been developed as part of the Tennessee Base Mapping Program and is available through the Tennessee Map Portal
(TNMap) at http://tnmap.tn.gov. Datasets include ortho imagery, administrative boundaries, childcare, schools, elevation, hydrography, FEMA flood hazard zones, health care facilities, historical data, geocode locators, transportation, utilities and more. Metadata for each of the datasets is available for more detailed information.

How do I get access to TNMap services from ArcGIS Desktop?
To set up the ArcGIS Server connection, use the “Add Data” button and select “GIS Server” and “Add ArcGIS
Server”.

Keep the default for “Use GIS services”. Then type in the URL for the TNMap. The URL will be
http://tnmap.tn.gov/arcgis/services.
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Once the connection is made, open it to access the TNMap geospatial data.

For more detailed information on how to access the TNMap data within ArcGIS Desktop, please see
http://tnmap.tn.gov/public_documents/HowTo_ConnectTNMap.pdf.

Can I access TNMap data and/or services in ArcGIS Online?
Yes, the Tennessee Map collaboration and information portal is located at http://tnmap.maps.arcgis.com/home/. Go
to “Gallery” to view available GIS data in ArcGIS Online.

Can I use TNMap data and/or services in my own GIS web applications?
Yes, all of the TNMap services are available at: http://tnmap.tn.gov/arcgis/rest/services

Who can I contact with questions about TNMap and related GIS data?
Please email STS GIS Services at: tnmap.gis@tn.gov
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Be sure to check out the
Tennessee GIS Clearinghouse!
Now serving LiDAR datasets for select areas!
www.tngis.org
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TNGIC Member Spotlight
Joanne Logan
Associate Professor
Biosystems Engineering and Soil Sciences
University of Tennessee
Joanne is originally from Boston, Massachusetts, but has been living in
Knoxville since 1987. Before arriving in “K-Town”, she completed college
degrees at The University of Connecticut and the University of Nebraska. She served in the
Peace Corps in Ecuador 1976-79, and worked for US AID in the Dominican Republic 19821986. She is currently a member of the faculty at the University of Tennessee, where she
teaches and directs the undergraduate program in Environmental and Soil Sciences. Her research areas include GIS, climate change impacts on agriculture and natural resources, and
water resources.
Joanne can still vividly remember her first exposure to GIS, in the form of a UT site license to
ArcInfo and some free on-campus training provided by ESRI staff. Not having a background in
cartography, it was new territory for sure! It was installed on the Vax cluster and she still reminds her GIS students how easy they have it now, because “in my day, I had a bookcase full
of manuals to guide me through the command line interface”. She started teaching GIS in
1999 as a special topic class, and it became a regularly scheduled and required class in the
major in 2001. She claims they had an ancient digitizer in the computer lab and some students actually got pretty good at using it, although it frustrated her to tears. It was a happy
moment in her life that it was finally sent to surplus.
Joanne has used GIS in many aspects of her research in climate and water, in diverse applications such as nonpoint pollution inventories, spatial distribution of rainfall in the Great
Smoky Mountains, campus stormwater planning, emergency vehicle routing, predicting flash
floods, disaster warning systems, and mapping of freeze probabilities and solar radiation.
Joanne attended the very first TNGIC users’ forum on December 23, 1993 at the Garden Plaza in Murfreesboro. Since that time, she has made it to most of the annual TNGIC meetings,
and has served on the education and outreach committee. She has also been intimately involved with the East TNGIC region, and has helped organized three of the regional forums
held at the University of Tennessee.
Joanne attended her first ESRI International Users conference and Education Users Conference (EDUC) in 2009, and it was transformational, especially for her teaching. She met so
many other university teachers of GIS, and was able to exchange many ideas for improving
her instruction and learning outcomes. She attended and presented at ESRI UC and EDUC in
2010, 2011, 2013, 2015. If you haven’t yet been to a UC, she highly recommends going to
at least one. “Being around another 14,000 GIS geeks is so comforting”. She was invited to
participate in a Teachers Teaching Teachers workshop in Redlands in 2014, where she dived
into the realm of ArcGIS Online and has not come up for air since.
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Regional Forum Recaps
West Tennessee—Jackson
The West Tennessee TNGIC Conference, Jackson Tennessee was held on October 27,
2016 at the UT Agricultural Science Center in Jackson, Tennessee.
33 attendees heard presentation from Chris Meeks of the State of Tennessee giving an
update on the States Base Mapping Program, Chris Masin of Shelby County’s Storm
water Engineering Department on a table-based application for inspecting sites in their
storm water database; Kevin Bingham from the Town of Collierville on using ArcGIS Collector to complete an ADA streetscape ramp inventory.
The keynote speaker and corporate sponsor of the event, Justin Abart with SSR Consulting presented a description of SSR’s geospatial related activities; Rick Stieg, ReGIS
Coordinator with Shelby County; discussed the upcoming Planimetrics, Orthoimagery
and LIDAR project for Shelby County, Mark Simpson of UT Martin presented an interesting topic on efforts to accurately map tornado tracks in West Tennessee, with the assistance of Jamison Peevyhouse, the Weakly County EMA Director.
Lindsay Dolan, graduating senior at the University of Memphis’ Earth Sciences Department, presented a student paper on the efforts to identify environmental concerns in
the Nonconnah Creek watershed in Shelby County.
We appreciate all the attendees and presenters who contributed to this meeting.
Rick Stieg, coordinator

East Tennessee—Knoxville
The East TN Regional TNGIC forum took place on Friday, October 6, 2016. Hosted by
GeoNET, this event welcomed close to 140 attendees to the Ag Campus at the University of Tennessee. Attendees were treated to two keynote addresses by representatives
of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Jim Renfro, Air Quality Program Manager,
discussed how recent changes to air quality standards have improved air quality in the
park and East Tennessee, while Tom Colson, GIS Manager, shared the initiatives he
has undertaken to open up GIS in order to empower park staff and make their data
available to citizens.
10
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In addition, there were 15 moderated sessions and one panel discussion on careers in
GIS that allowed attendees to take in what other folks in the industry are doing with GIS.
An Introduction to Cartography: Basic Map Making Skills & Tips training seminar was
conducted by Tim Prather on Thursday, October 5th. This training was full and received
many positive comments.
A map gallery for printed and web maps was held. Awards were presented for Best Cartographic Design, Best Data Integration, Most Unique, Best Web Map, Best Student
Map, and Viewer’s Choice.
GeoNET would like to thank Gold-level sponsors Atlantic and Woolpert as well as Silverlevel sponsors CTAS, DocStar/ITC, Duncan-Parnell, Latitude Geographics, and Littlejohn
Engineering for their support.
Be on the lookout in late spring/early summer for details on the next East TN Regional
TNGIC Forum.
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Middle Tennessee—Dickson
The 15th Annual Middle Regional TNGIC Forum on GIS was held on Nov. 29-30, 2016 at
the Montgomery Bell State Park in Burns, TN with 165 registered! With the support of
our sponsors and TNGIC, the forum registration and lunch were free to attendees.
Our presentations included “Statewide LiDAR and USGS 3DEP Update” by Dennis Pedersen, State of Tennessee; “ESRI’s Collector for High Accuracy using Trimble R Series Receivers”, by Cliff Hoeffner, Duncan Parnell; “LiDAR Derived Digital Elevation Models”, by
Wes Pearigen, Univ. of the South; “GIS and its use at the Tennessee State Health Department”, by Judy Manners, State of Tennessee; “Statewide Hydrology Data in Tennessee” by Suzanne White, State of Tennessee; and “Cemetery Mapping in Tennessee”, by
Bethany Hall, Rutherford County GIS. As time was available, attendees stepped up to
the podium to showcase current GIS projects. The unplanned presentations were really
interesting and helped fill out the program.
On Wednesday, Nov. 30, 2016, Amanda O’Shea, KCI, presented a workshop on
“Collector App, Survey 123, and Workforce”. This was followed by a workshop by Sam
Moffat and Daniel Ngoroi, Woolpert, on “Mapping the Expansion of Land Use / Land
Cover using Lidar”.
Finally, a big thank you is extended to our speakers, workshop instructors, sponsors,
and planning committee for all of their hard work in making this meeting a great success! It couldn’t happen without you!
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Thanks to our Sponsors!

13
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Be sure to join us for the 2017 TNGIC Annual
Conference in Knoxville. We are looking forward to
another great conference full of outstanding speakers, vendors and opportunities to network with other GIS professionals in the state. Be sure to visit
www.tngic.org to register and read more information about this year’s event!
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Calendar of GIS Events
ESRI Public Sector Users Conference
(formerly SERUG)
April 11-13, 2017—West Palm Beach, FL
TNGIC Annual Conference
April 26-27, 2017—Knoxville, TN
ESRI International User Conference
July 10—July 14, 2017 - San Diego, CA

URISA GIS-Pro 2017
October 23-26, 2017—Jacksonville, FL
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When was the last time you were on TNGIC.org?
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GIS User Groups in Tennessee
West Tennessee GIS User Group
Contact Shawn Anderson at 901-476-0234 or at
sanderson@tiptonco.com. The group meets annually
usually in Jackson to discuss GIS events and activities
in West TN.
Middle Tennessee GIS Users Group
Contact Suzanne White, email Suzanne.white@tn.gov
or telephone 615-253-4799 for meeting dates. The
group has been meeting annually in the fall for many
years to discuss GIS events and activities in Middle
TN
North East Tennessee GIS Users Group
(NETGIS)
Regional GIS users group with membership open to
any person having interest in North East Tennessee
and surrounding areas. Contact David Light at
dlight@eastman.com or call him at 423-229-2189.
Clarksville—Montgomery County (CMC) GIS Users
Group
Contact Mike Wilson, GIS Manager at 931-221-7500
or wilsonm@apsu.edu for information.
Website: gisweb.apsu.edu
Memphis Area Geographic Information Council
(MAGIC)
MAGIC was established in 2003 with the purpose to
stimulate and encourage the advancement of GIS in
the Mid-South Region. Contact Justin Abart at
magicmemphis@gmail.com for more information.
Crossville GIS Users Group
Regional GIS Users group located in Crossville, TN.
Contact Rob Harrison at (931) 484-5535 or at
reharrison@charter.net for more information.

ET Map Info Users Group
Contact Reid Gryder at 865-482-7919 for
quarterly meetings in the Knoxville/Oak Ridge
area. Also at GryderRk@aol.com
Geo-spatial Information Network of East
Tennessee (geoNET)
Regional GIS users group serving the 16-county
region of the East Tennessee Development
District (ETDD) centered around Knoxville.
Non-software specific group that meets
bi-monthly. Contact Blake Sartin at
blake.sartin@tys.org or contact him at
865-342-3027.
OpenStreetMap Chattanooga Group
A group that is improving the OSM Map in Chattanooga. Learn about GIS, Open Source GIS,
GPS, and maps....and OpenStreetMap.
Contact Randal Hale at
rjhale@northrivergeographic.com
TN State & Federal GIS Users Group
The group meets twice each year with one meeting in Cookeville and the other in the Nashville
area. The focus is on statewide GIS issues requiring multiple partners at a State and Federal
level. Contact Jason Duke at 931-525-4986 or
at jason_duke@fws.gov for more information.
Cumberland Chapter of URISA
Contact: Louie Greenwell, Treasurer
Serving Kentucky and Tennessee's GIS Community, The Cumberland Chapter of URISA is a
collaborative community of GIS professionals
with a local focus and an international perspective. Our mission is to encourage the advancement of geospatial knowledge through
education, professional development, ethical
practice and advocacy. This chapter formed in
2013 has annual meetings and local workshops.
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TNGIC Committees

Sign Up Today!!

YOU can provide leadership and participation by helping with one of TNGIC’s committees. Four of the five committees do not require travel. Please contact the committee chair if you are interesting in joining.

Communication Committee
Our purpose is to sustain effective communication between the TNGIC membership,
the Board of Directors and the geospatial community. We produce “TNGIC Today”, the
quarterly newsletter and strive to improve the communication throughout TNGIC through:

• Newsletter • Email New Members
 Membership Outreach
 Membership Brochure

Vacant, Chair
Kurt Snider, Board Liaison

Education & Outreach Committee
The goal of the Education & Outreach Committee is to foster educational opportunities
and promote awareness of TNGIC throughout the geospatial community. These
opportunities may include:









•
•
•
•
•



Tim Prather, Chair
Training
Kurt Butefish, Board Liaison
Virtual campus discount link
Metadata training
GISP
Academic contacts lists
Membership map / stats
Promote / support regional meetings
Student / university outreach
Get class curriculums
Continuing education / graduate courses
Invite participation at conference
Post conference scholarship announcements
Get school links / logos for TNGIC.org
Promote GIS day
Local government / planning outreach
18
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TNGIC Committees

Sign Up Today!!

Web & Data Committee
The goal of the Web & Data Committee is to maintain a web presence for TNGIC and
facilitate data sharing and distribution for the geospatial community.










Web master
Website link check
Data sharing TNGIS.org
Metadata server TNmetadata.org
Need data for TNGIS (shape, kml, geodatabase, image)
Check for updates to data served on TNGIS
County GIS contact list
Internet mapping sites
GIS jobs (website)

Bill Avant, Chair
Jason Duke,
Board Liaison

Conference Planning Committee
The purpose of the Conference Planning Committee is to organize, plan and facilitate
the TNGIC Annual GIS Conference. This committee handles all of the details and
decisions that are required to make this a successful event for TNGIC members.
Responsibilities include:










Conference coordination
Agenda/Program creation
Regonline for member registration
Student Volunteers/Student Scholarships
Training Classes
Map Gallery and Poster Contest
TNGIC Sponsorship
Exhibit Hall/Vendors
Food, Socials, Raffles, Hotels, etc…

Marc Pearson, Chair
David McMillen
Board Liaison
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Sign Up Today!!

The opportunities listed by no means limit the scope of the committees,
each is as unique as its members. The committees are designed to be
flexible so that what you have to offer will fit in—somewhere.

Contact a Committee Chair Today!!!
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Write for TNGIC Today!!
Email the Editor, kbutefis@utk.edu
to submit articles or for more information.

TNGIC, Inc.
P.O. Box 330906
Nashville, TN 37203
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The Tennessee Geographic Council was established
in 1994 to improve the links between various groups
working with GIS in Tennessee. At present, there are
over 400 members representing a variety of organizations.
Tennessee Geographic Information Council (TNGIC)
is a non-profit group of Geographic Information
System users, designers and those who influence
the use of GIS in federal state and local governments
as well as private sector representatives within the
State of Tennessee.
TNGIC holds quarterly board meetings and an
annual general membership meeting. The annual
meeting includes panel discussions, work-shops,
vendor displays and poster displays. Another channel for communication among GIS professionals
across the state is the quarterly newsletter.
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